
How Understanding The Jewish Roots Of
Christianity Can Transform Your Faith

Christianity, one of the world's largest religions, has its roots deeply intertwined
with Judaism. Understanding the Jewish roots of Christianity is essential for every
believer seeking a profound transformation in their faith. In this article, we will
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explore how a deeper understanding of Judaism can both enrich and transform
your relationship with God.

The Historical Connection

Christianity emerged from the historical backdrop of Judaism. Jesus Christ, the
central figure of Christianity, was born into a Jewish family, grew up observing
Jewish customs, and studied the Hebrew Scriptures. The teachings of Jesus and
the early apostles were deeply rooted in Jewish theology, ethics, and traditions.
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To truly grasp the essence of Christianity, we need to examine the Jewish context
in which it originated. By studying the Old Testament, the Hebrew Bible, we gain
valuable insights into the prophetic symbols and foreshadowing that find
fulfillment in Jesus and the New Testament. Many prophecies in the Hebrew
Scriptures point to the coming of a Messiah, whose arrival is believed by
Christians to be Jesus.

Deepening Your Understanding
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Exploring the Jewish roots of Christianity not only enhances our knowledge of
history but also helps us appreciate the cultural and religious milieu in which
Jesus lived. It provides a broader understanding of the biblical texts and their
intended meanings, enabling us to better decipher Jesus' teachings and actions.

Learning about Jewish festivals such as Passover, Hanukkah, and the Sabbath,
which Jesus observed, helps us comprehend the significance and symbolism
behind many of His miracles and parables. For instance, the Last Supper - the
event that precipitated Jesus' crucifixion - was a Passover meal, filled with rich
symbolism that connects the Old and New Covenants.

Moreover, studying the Jewish roots of Christianity fosters a deeper appreciation
for the Jewish people as God's chosen nation. Recognizing the historical
struggles, perseverance, and contributions of the Jewish people throughout
centuries allows us to understand the intricate interplay between Christianity and
Judaism. It encourages empathy, love, and unity among believers.

Transforming Your Faith

Understanding the Jewish roots of Christianity has the potential to transform your
faith in various ways. First and foremost, it deepens your relationship with God by
providing a more comprehensive understanding of His plans and purposes
throughout history. It enables you to embrace the continuity and unity between
the Old and New Testaments, leading to a more holistic view of God's redemptive
plan for humanity.

By immersing yourself in the Jewish roots, you gain a deeper appreciation for the
sacrificial love of Jesus, who willingly fulfilled the prophecies and restored the
broken relationship between God and humanity. This knowledge fuels your
gratitude and reverence, inspiring a more profound worship experience.



Additionally, exploring the Jewish roots of Christianity equips you to engage in
meaningful interfaith dialogues and share the Gospel effectively. By
understanding the Jewish perspective and addressing common misconceptions
about Christianity, you can bridge the gap between the two faiths and foster
greater understanding and respect.

Furthermore, embracing the Jewish roots of Christianity enhances your ability to
interpret the Bible more accurately. It provides a solid foundation for biblical
interpretation, allowing you to discern the intended meanings of various passages
and teachings. This strengthens your faith and guards against misinterpretation
or false doctrines.

Delving into the Jewish roots of Christianity is a transformative journey that can
revitalize your faith and deepen your relationship with God. By understanding the
historical connection, appreciating the cultural context, and embracing the
continuity between Judaism and Christianity, your faith can be enriched in
countless ways.

As you embark on this enlightening exploration, remember that the transformative
power lies not only in acquiring knowledge but also in applying this understanding
to your daily life. Embrace the Jewish roots of Christianity and watch as your faith
flourishes and your connection with God grows stronger than ever before.
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Sid Roth, Host of "It's Supernatural," says...

"Is it possible to take New Testament and denude the Jewish culture and get a full
revelation? Of course not. But many Christians go their whole lives without all the
pieces of the puzzle. My friend, Curt Landry, shows how the identity theft took
place and fills in the missing pieces. Fall in love with Jesus all over again."

Perry Stone, Founder of Voice of Evangelism, International School of the Word,
Omega International, and Manna Fest says...

"Curt Landry's Reclaiming Our Forgotten Heritage serves as a timely and
groundbreaking take on the roots of the Christian Church and its place in the
entirety of God's Kingdom. As Landry uncovers and unwraps the discovery of his
own Jewish heritage and history, he also seeks to do the same for the body of
Christ. This book attempts to answer the questions 'Who are we?' and 'Why are
we here?' from the perspective of the whole body of believers. If we ignore some
of the full story, we are missing some part of our identity-- and in identity, there is
power, there is purpose, and there is covenant. 

Reclaiming Our Forgotten Heritage provides a valuable and unique take on this
situation. As the body of Christ begins to reconnect with the olive tree onto which
it has been grafted and as the fulfillment of Revelation draws nearer, there is no
better time than now to learn about and become firmly grounded within your
spiritual heritage."
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Chuck Pierce, Author and President of Global Spheres and Glory of Zion
International Ministries, says...

"Reclaiming Our Forgotten Heritage is a journey! This book was like reading a
priceless painting in process. Curt Landry motivates each of us uncover our
heritage. In process of reading you will 'see' how we each are grafted into
Abraham's covenant. My faith soared from page to page. Landry is a major artist
painting our roots and causing us to see our fruitful tree blossom! I do not know of
a modern book that better displays One New Man. This book will be used by the
Spirit of God to tear down the wall between Jew and Gentile. This is a must read!"

Rabbi Curt Landry, founding pastor of House of David Ministries, reveals how
understanding the Jewish roots of Christianity leads to a more vibrant, secure,
and powerful Christian walk.

The church was created by Jesus, who was born Jewish yet primarily rejected by
his family and his people. His early followers were both Jewish and gentile, and
the church's early culture was rooted in Judaism and a Jewish understanding of
God's relationship to his people. Over time, however, Christianity became
increasingly more Roman than Jewish, and the church lost its identity.

Rabbi Curt Landry's personal story is remarkably similar. Born out of wedlock to a
Jewish mother and a Catholic father, Landry was put up for adoption. For over
thirty years, he had no understanding of his heritage, his roots, or who his parents
were. But when he discovered the truth of his story, his life changed completely.

The key to a life of power and purpose is understanding who you are. In this
revelatory new book, Curt Landry helps Christians discover their roots in
Judaism, empowering them to walk in the revelation of who they really are and



who they are born to be. Reclaiming Our Forgotten Heritage reveals the
mysteries of the church, letting Christians grasp the power that comes from
connecting with their identity.
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